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                                                  Abstract 
We can realise our soul because we can think it. When we die we can not think , sleeping 
and death are alike. If we put the dead body in a box then it will be in the simplest form as 
bacteria or virus then it transforms to a small living body which can not think after it can 
change into human again and that total period can not be memorised by us so we say we 
can not live after death. 

The soul is nothing but thinking. Each soul has the existence of the thinking of the body 
active. When we take birth then we don't know something or can not say the happenings of 
our first child life so after some time when can think then our thinking of soul comes. In front 
of death we also forget many things. So the soul can be transformed to one form to other by 
the death the thinking energy goes to bacteria then small creatures and then again to 
human. But this soul or thinking goes everyday from one place to other but when we think 
about a rigid body as our body then we actually fix our mind or thinking in that field. If certain 
obstacle comes then we leave the thinking for ever and death comes 
But when we leave the thinking or thinking leaves our body or we can not think about 
ourselves then brain death or after then total death comes. All of we are going through a 
straight line looked curve but no-one knows which is the starting or ending it is a continuous 
loop. It is like state change. In the middle when we can not think is the period of a 
dreamless night. In between life and death there is a gap of thinking. If you feel the thinking 
of a mad person then you may feel the death situation. Actually we are each a soul less 
person with respect to other. All the animals or living bodies have soul but we can not 
realise it because their thinking is not as proper with respect to us. 
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